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There is a spectrum oforderliness that runs
from something like a crystal at one end, to some
thing like afluid at the other. At the crystalline end
we have stasis and constancy. One step up from this
is periodicity, like the cycling of the seasons. At the
fluid end of the spectrum is full randomness. In the
middle, where ordermelts into disorder, is the domain
ofchaos. One can move into chaosfrom either direction.
As an example ofmoving from order to chaos, think of
the breaking ofa rack ofpool balls on africtionless
billiard table...1
When I paint I think about consistency and attachment versus
randomness. I move through a painting from top to bottom, completing
each of a series of strips, or bands, before beginning work on the next.
This way I get the maximum amount of edge, or threshold, out of a
painting. All bands start out equal in width so they assume an orderly
pattern. As I start work on each new strip, I am wedged somewhere
between that old order and the new order ofmy image: there, forme,
exists the act of painting. It can be a kind ofNow
Denial2
when I tell
myself that the only part of the painting that is of any consequence is the
part which preceeded or will follow the one in which I am currently
working. Often I'm convinced that it's the other way around. Still, it
reassures me to know that because of the band format, I am attached to my
paintings from start to finish.
I began my thesis proposing to investigate interior spatial
environments by painting comers of rooms and areas of wall on-site.
Working alia prima in oil, I was already using wide angles and exaggerated
tonalities until fragmenting my reference images became another ofmy
considerations. This resulted from a crisis point that occurred as my first
thesis paintings neared completion. My work felt undone. The level of
information transfer from subject matter to canvas was always too low.
!Rudy Rucker, Monrto 2000: A User's Guide to the New Edge (New York:
HarperCollins Publishers, 1992), 42.
^Now Denial means to tell oneself that the only time worth living is in the past, and that
the only time thatmay ever be interesting again is the future, according to Douglas
Coupland in Generation X: Tales for an Accelerated Culture (New York: St. Martin's
Press, 1991), 41.
The predicament I was in reminded me of the words, "They say travel
broadens the mind, so, I went over the falls in a
barrel."3
As much as the banding process is a link to my painting, it also
intermittently separates me from my pictures. This is crucial because
painting representationally is simply about
perception. Forme thatmeans
letting go of the picture-making long enough to understand the distinction
between what I am painting and its image.
My choices of subject matter were with me before I developed my
technical methods, and have persisted throughout my thesis work. I chose
interior settings because of their potential to define dramatic space. I am
attracted to objects whose natural state is to change placement often,
seemingly at random, within a specifically defined boundary. Rooms
in
places familiar to me and temporal arrangements on tabletops are
commonplace and inspirational.
I work from reference photographs because the obvious two-
dimensionality allows me to give all elements of the picture equal
importance. In other words, nothing in the system reads as better or worse
than anything else. The result is a way forme to achieve what Fairfield
Porter referred to as "respect for things as they
are."4
When a figure appears in one ofmy paintings, I consider that painting
to be a portrait. I prefer to use a single figure, placed at the composition's
center. I expect the figure to fit inconspicuously along side all other
imagery while playing a key role in the painting's pictorial construction.
An earlier series of painted and hand-altered photographic portraits I
completed has influenced my ideas about paintings as
portraits.5
My favorite reference photography features images taken out of
moving cars, throw-away shots that are either
over- or under-exposed, that
3Thomas Dolby, Astronauts and Heretics (New York: Capitol Records), 1992.
4"'You can only buck generalities by attention to
fact,'
Porter continued. 'So aesthetics is
what connects one to matters of fact It is anti-ideal, it is materialistic. It implies no
approval, but respect for things as they
are.'
This point seems hardest to digest for
artists who believe that art is 'raw material for a factory that produces a commodity,
called understanding'.. .For Porter, the enemy was
'idealism,'
which was very close to
something called
'technology.'"
John Ashbery, "Respect for Things as They
are,"
in
Fairfield Porter by Kenwoth Moffett (Boston: Museum of Fine Arts, 1982), 9.
5On manipulated photography, Charles Stainbach writes, "The notion of photography's
inherent
'truthfulness'
has become even more suspect as contemporary portraits are
fabricated, altered, appropriated, computer generated, or transformed in ways which
depart from the expected..
.taking
their cue from mass communication and the portrait
tradition itself, these photographers re-invent their subjects by...questioning and
rechanneling our expectations of the
portrait."
Charles Stainbach, Portrayals (New
York: International Center of Photography, 1987), 8.
contain extremes of tonality and a wide-angle perspective. My general rule
concerning space and subject is: if it has a bullseye, paint it
I am influenced by and feel connected to the strong traditions of
realism found in American art. Of course this includes the work of Robert
Henri and the "Ash Can School."6 The significance of the 1910
Independent Show7 has encouraged my belief that today, realism can
persist in a non-reactionary form.
John Singer Sargent and AndyWarhol have been of particular
interest to me, and I find great similarities in the exhibitionism and
theatrical quality of their art. Both did an extraordinary amount of
portraiture, and dealt with issues of public image in their portraits. It is
impossible to guage where either artist's identity is in his work. This is of
special interest to me because I am personally concerned about the viewer's
expectations regarding the relationship of the artist's work to his or her
persona.
Nearly all of Sargent's paintings, especially his landscapes and
interiors, show his determination to keep areas of high and low tone intact.
The Impressionists had invented the custom of breaking down and mixing
contrasting tonalities, just as they separated and simplified colors into their
component parts. Sargent used Impressionist devices to his own
advantage; he would, at times, break color down, but he always used light
and dark to compose form in his
paintings.8
I believe it was in The Philosophy ofAndyWarhol where Andy once
wrote, regarding his filmmaking, "The right person for the right part is too
much."
This kind of thinking shows why Warhol will always be recognized
6This was a name later assigned to Robert Henri, John Sloan, and other New York
Realists who chose grimy New York City street scenes, including garbage cans and back
yards, as suitable subject matter for their paintings. Bennard B. Perlman, The Immortal
Fight. American Painting from Eakins to the Armory Show 1870-1913 (New York:
Exposition Press, 1962), 202.
'Organized by Henri, Sloan, and others in their circle, this show was intended to rival
academic painting and the National Academy's annual exhibition. From The Immortal
Eight (199): "The show was a smashing success. Exhibition barriers had finally
crumbled. And at the head of the triumphal procession...stood Robert Henri, the leader
of American Art. Perhaps themost profound statment concerning the.. .show came from
his lips..."Freedom to think and to show what you are thinking about, that is what this
exhibition stands for. Freedom to study and experiment and to present the results of
such essay.. .and not to be exempted from public view because of such individuality or
strangeness in the manner of expression. What such an exhibition desires is all the new
evidence, all the new opinions, that the artists have, and then their work must either
succeed by its integrity or fail from lack of
it.'"
8Carter Ratcliff, Tohn Singer Sargent (New York: Artabras, 1982), 97-98.
as one of the preeminent artists of the this century. Andy also said,
"During the 60s, I think, people forgot what emotions were supposed to
be. And I don't think they've ever remembered. I think that once you see
emotions from a certain angle you can never think of them as real again.
That's more or less what's happened to me."9
9AndyWarhol, The Philosophy of AndyWarhol (From A to B and Back Again) (New




Bandwidth is the hacker termfor the rate of
information transfer. The bandwidth ofa communication
channel can be measured in bits per second. Telephone lines
do not have a particularly high bandwith, although ifyou use
a modem you can indeed zap a fairly large document over
the phone lines in a minute or two. The big thing hanging up
video telephones has been the bandwidth problem: How to
get thirty TV images per second across? Recent approaches
involve only sending information about the parts of the scene
which have just changed...10
Now I know that the bestmethod for me to use while shooting
photo-references is to make very quick decisions aboutwhat to photograph
or photograph a subject in motion. This is because I have a better chance
of getting a usable image when I have very little time to compose the
picture. I probably never paint from what would typically be considered a
"great
photograph,"
and what I am looking for in a photo-reference is not
necessarily the composition I will use in the finished painting. Rather, I am
concerned with how perspective and tone will effect the composition, and
the way form is revealed through light in the print.
I use a fully adjustable camera, (Pentax K 1000), with a 24 mm
Vivitar lens. I don't use a flash because I prefer to leave areas of the
subject dark and include intense localized light sources (or vice versa). I
use 400 speed color film, but try to get images that register as nearly black
and white. My film is machine printed in a 3.5-by-5-inch or 4-by-6-inch
format.
I usually work from my own photographs but I am always open to
using images taken by someone else. When I've found a photograph of the
right subject, with the exact tonal registration I need, the photographer has
been only too happy to part with it. Elmwood Studio, on page 9, was
painted from an image taken by a friend; it was intended as a portrait of his
two dogs in his loft.
When I've narrowed my references down to three or four of the same
subject, I use a preliminary strip test to determine which one to choose. I
use a quarter-inch strip width as an arbitrary start and stop unit. This
works out to about fourteen quarter-inch bands that are then drawn on the
back of the photograph. Next, I make a template equal to the dimensions
i
Rucker, Monrio 2000. 256.
11
of one band. This allows me to look at one slice of image at a time. I
evaluate each band in terms of how the light has been recorded. I am
looking for a certain x factor that is difficult to explain; it has to do with
high contrast, which is a way for me to identify in my work the precise
point at which light, as visual information, becomes a picture. On the back




in each band space forwhat I've
determined is a desirable band of image, a mostly undesirable band of
image, or a neutral band, respectively. The reference with the most
"+"
bands is the one that I work from.
I decide on the dimensions of the canvas itself by following my
instincts about what size is best for my subject. I feel comfortable working
relatively large or small, the largest thesis painting being 96-by-66 inches,
and the smallest, 26-by-22 inches. After building the stretcher and
stretching the canvas, I apply and sand three coats of acrylic gesso. I then
draw strips on the primed canvas in the same ratio as the back ofmy
reference photo, using graphite and a straight-edge. Then, using my
template and initially working from top to bottom, I complete each
segment of the painting. At times the process is a layering of washes that
build as I work down a few strips, then go up and isolate and rework
problem sections, then continue down, and so on. If I'm paying attention
to each small part, and paint it just right, I never have to worry about the
whole. I admire Chuck Close very much. He has described his grid
painting system as being like playing a hole of golf:
Golf is the only sport in which you move from the
general to the specific. In the beginning when you take your
first shot, you can't even see the pin. And in a matter of
three or four strokes, you're supposed to be in the cup, a
very long ways away.
I thought of the gridded canvas as a golf course, and
each square of the grid as a par-four hole. Then just to
complicate things and make things more interesting, I teed
off in the opposite direction of the pin. For example, I
knew that the color of the skin was going to be in the
orange family, so I started out by putting down a thin wash
of blue, green, or purple-something very different from
what the final color would be. The second color...moved me
into the generic color family I should have been aiming for.
Now I had moved into orange, but it was too yellow, so in
the middle of that stroke, I put down a gob of red...But the
12
color was still much too bright. So the final stroke was a
little dot of blue, the complimentary color, which optically
mixed with the orange and lowered its intensity, dropping it
down to an orangish brown. I was in the cup.11
It would be fair to say that I do worry about the whole, the
generality, ofmy picture, just not all of it at the same time. If I check a
part ofmy image against the rest ofmy painting, its only because I know
that next time I won't. Or, at the very least, I'll again have the opportunity
to choose to do it or not. (It is not the strict adherence to process that I'm
most interested in, it is the threshold between process and picture-making.)
Exactly how much of the banding process will be evident in the final
outcome varies from painting to painting.
11 Lisa Lyons and Robert Storr, Chuck Close (New York: Rizzoli International
Publications, Inc., 1987), 14.
13
Dolby: [The FlatEarth] album, I think, is going to raise a few
eyebrows. But you know.. .it's still an album I'm very, veryproud of.
Roberts: And rightly so. Is it a concept album?
Dolby: Well, not so much a concept album as a collection of
concept singles, loosely connected, I suppose, by the magneto-
gravitational theory of the structure ofspace. In other words, the
Earth is a disc some twenty-five thousandmiles in diameter.
Underneath what we call the North and South Poles are two black
holes with invertedpolarity. This throws a uniform energyfield
over the Earth, meaning that light travelsfaster on the outside of
the disc than it does on the inside. Therefore ifyou walk towards
the edge of the disc it's very likely that you will curve round and
end up back where you started. Now, this energyfield is
concentrated in a dot in the skywe call it the sunwhich moves
from east to west on a twenty-four-hour cycle, with a yearly
oscillation in its axis between the twopoleswhich we call the
seasons. And up in the sky, what appear to us to be the planets
and the stars, those are actually discs similar in structure to our
own, on the same plane in space. But the lightfrom them is curved
over as it reaches the Earth's atmosphere, by the action of the two
black holes, and therefore they appear to be in the sky. Et cetera.
Roberts: Umm..do you believe all this?
Dolby: No.










Hippodrome, 96-by-66 inches 4
Elmwood Studio, 26-by-22 inches 9
Buffalo Rome Cafe, 72-by-45 inches 10
Los Angeles Tunnel, 60-by-87 inches 15
Pool #2, 48-by-38 inches 16
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